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ART TALK

Classic

THE ONGOING SHOW AT SHRISTI ART
GALLERY HAS CLUBBED TOGETHER THE
WORKS OF ARTISTS WHO HAIL FROM
DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE WORLD

Theatre

Displaying passion,
virtuosity and ethereal
improvisations, leading
Indian flautist, Shashank
Subramanyam left the
audience at the
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan
auditorium wowed and
thoroughly entertained
on Saturday night

C

The Surreal

Flautist

C

AT a concert organised by Vedavyasa
Vidya Vignana Varadhi on July 10, Shashank Subramanyam delighted both connoisseurs of classical music as well as lovers of
light music. The audience was spellbound by the
maestro’s repertoire of ragas presented with majestic aplomb and precision.
Effortlessly fluid, this Karnataka born flautist‘s
mellifluous expressiveness, especially in the upper registers, left the audience gasping for more.
Well-matched by the mrindamgam and the violin
superbly played by Satish Kumar and Subbalaxmi
respectively, the trio veered the evening into the
sublime and surreal.
A musician of finesse and dynamism, Shashank
Subramanyam was hailed as a ‘child prodigy‘
thrilling audiences since the age of seven. The
flautist, who received a Grammy Nomination for
his album Floating Pointwith John McLaughlin
(2009), played the instrument with an irresistible

panache. Playing one of the most celebrated musical instruments of India, Shashank combined
sheer inventive abandon with delicacy that won
the hearts of the audience.
According to Shashank, visual presentation is
important in a performance. “You have to build a
rapport with the audience and gauge the tempo
as well,” he said.
According to Shashank, many consider flute a
difficult instrument to play as it takes a lot of lung
power. “It is an ancient and simple instrument
capable of many things,” he said. “Also, it takes a
lot of practice to develop the flexibility to modify
and improvise to cater to the audiences’ demand.
One has to balance the entertaining and lighter
aspects of one’s performance. It is not easy,” he
added.
In a 25-year career that has seen him collaborate
with all the biggest names in Indian classical music such as Ustad Zakir Hussain, Ustad Sultan

Khan, Pandit Vishwa Mohan Bhatt, Ronu Mazumdar and Ustad Shujaat Khan. This young musician
has certainly carved a niche for himself.
gIt is challenging to perform in front of musicians,” said the 31- year-old flautist, adding “however to perform in front of an audience that knows
nothing about music is also challenging in a different way.”
Despite his several accomplishments and innumerable performances including the President‘s Palace at New Delhi, Lausanne Conservatory-Switzerland, Hong Kong Museum of Art,
World Flute Conference Nashville and UNESCO
and Musee Guimet in Paris, among others, he
continues to look forward to widening horizons.
“It is a life we chose to follow,” said the maestro.
BOX: Vedavyasa Vidya Vignana Varadhi, the
non-profit organisation that organised the concert
distributed scholarships to meritorious students
at the event. The guest of honour, Nooty Ramamohana Rao, Judge, High Court, in his address, said
that education is the greatest gift to an individual.
“Money is not the be all and end all of life. Indian
philosophy talks about ‘sarve janah sukhino bhavantu’ that encompasses the principle of helping
fellow human beings,” said Rao.

A Streetcar Named Desire, one of the most remarkable plays of our time, was staged at the
Shilpkala Vedika in conjunction with Kartaal
Productions and Fiama Di Wills on July 10 and 11. This
play débuted in 1947 and went on to become one of
Tennessee Williams’ best known works. The play revolves around an aging southern belle Blanche Dubois
(played by Seema Azharuddin) who has her head in
the clouds and has no choice but to face the reality
when she visits her sister Stella Kowalski (played by
Bhumika Chawla) and working-class brother-in-law
Stanley Kowalski (played by K Shrikant Iyengar) in
New Orleans. Produced by Seema Azharuddin and directed by K Shrikant Iyengar, the play has an all-Indian cast and crew.

As a producer this venture has taught me many
things and the journey continues to be the most
exciting part of it. However, it is this opportunity to
bring the play in its original version that has been
the most exhilarating and challenging.
— SEEMA AZHARUDDIN

Sarika Murty

Into the rain ...

FOOT FIRST!

Visual

ensemble

MULES AND SLIPPERS

Rubber mules and slippers in bright shades are a hot pick this
season. Brands like Nike and Tommy Hilfiger have the funkiest
slippers around to combat boring footwear. The hottest colours
for any footwear this season are hot pink, navy blue, red and
orange.

FLOATERS

Bright colored ‚floaters,‘ specially made for monsoon are a rage
amongst the youth. You can flaunt them with jeans and skirts.

FLIP FLOPS

If you are a flip-flop fanatic, go for it. They are ideal for the
rains and come in fabulous colours. An add on to this pick is,
since they are usually made of rubber they dry easily. Puma,
Nike, Fila have a great collection of floral picks and are a must
have for women.

GOLD METAL STILETTOS

C

THE ongoing show at Shristi art
gallery has clubbed together the
works of artists who hail from
different parts of the world. Each artist
has a distinct style and manner of transforming the excerpts from ‘life’ into his
mode of expression.
The works by Bonnie Collura who is
from Pennsylvania look figurative at a
glance, but as one takes a closer look at
the many intricate drawings, one dis-

This play created an
immortal woman in the
character of Blanche
DuBois, the haggard and
fragile southern beauty
whose pathetic last grasp
at happiness is cruelly
destroyed. It shot
Marlon Brando to fame in
the role of Stanley
Kowalski, a sweat-shirted
barbarian, the crudely
sensual brother-in-law
who precipitated
Blanche’s tragedy.

closes a series of forms,
ambiguous and abstract
in nature. The works have
been done with multi
coloured ink on paper.
The picture surface developed in
the works by Christian Huvet exemplifies a maturity which speaks for
itself. The artist if from Paris and
has worked with mixed media on paper. The male figure is unanimously
present in his works, the figure is
often surrounded by for ms and images which relate to the artists per-

sonal experiences and
observations.
The works by Manohar Chiluveru, who is
from Hyderabad revolve
around the nuances of
human existence and
its many inter related
processes.
The black and white
photographs by Srinath
Vadapalli (from Hyderabad) have a certain lyrical quality extracted
from the peripheries of
the mundane life. The
inter play of light and
shade, the linear flow of
p at t e r n a n d t h e d a rk
planes, altogether constitute to make for an
interesting picture surface.
The show also included video presentations by Irina Gabbiani (from Luxemburg) and Srinath
Vadapalli.All in all, the show truly
m a ke s fo r a n i n t e re s t i n g re t re at
where one gets to view the works of
artists belonging to different parts
of the world. Each ar tist his own
background and set of experiences
so very different and distinctly peculiar from the other, and yet there are
so many ways in which they seem
similar and relate to one another
more often than once.

Palak Dubey

This monsoon gold metal stiletto‘s is turning into a bit of a
trend. Many Bollywood actresses are flaunting them in style on
their late night parties and even mid-noon shopping
events. It is perfect for the rock chic look.

FLAT BOOTS

They are just as sexy and fashionable as high-heel
boots. These boots come in tones of suede, leather
and crocodile. You cannot ignore it, you will look
chic from top to toe whether you pair it with your
new skinny jeans or ‚70s-print mod dress.

RAIN BOOTS

Rain Boots are made to protect feet from
inclement weather. They are waterproof and
are usually made from either rubber or
other equivalents.

This season, we bring you some
styles that will not only look good,
but will see you through the monsoon
as well.

FILA

FILA - the Italian sports lifestyle brand, has launched
bright and funky slippers, Camy specially designed for
girls and Kumi specially designed for men; giving them
options of Flip Flops in red, yellow, royal blue and navy
blue. Rs 299 - 399

BATA

The new monsoon collection comprises of closed shoes, sandals,
peep-toes and slip-ons in colours such as pink, red, gold and silver. At all Bata showrooms, Rs 299 onwards.

PUMA

This is a range of shoes with a foam-base. They are odour-resistant and lightweight, with perforations that allow water to
drain out. At all Puma stores, Rs 1,299

Express Features

Forget cribbing about having to
walk on the rainy streets, and that’s
not all; muddy streets can make
your clothes dirty and spotted
heavily if right kind of footwear is
not used during monsoons. Well!
Ladies not to worry. Now hit the
streets with fun and style.
Here is a round-up of the
best rain-friendly
footwear for you

